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Sciuscià, Ladri di Biciclette, Miracolo a Milano, Umberto D, La 

Ciociara, Il Giardino dei Finzi-Contini (Vittorio de Sica, 1946, 1948, 

1951, 1952, 1960, 1970) 
 

     
 

 

I first saw Vittorio de Sica in the Rock Hudson / Jennifer Jones version of A Farewell 

to Arms. He was very moving, I thought, being shot by a firing squad. He turned up 

all the time playing smooth and charming middle-aged Italians. These days The Shoes 

of the Fishermen is on fortnightly on TCM, and there he is, a cardinal to the life. In 

filmed interviews he’s always smooth, charming, well-dressed – a kind of Italian 

Ronald Coleman, but with, you can sense, more latent gravity. He contrasts always 

with Cesare Zavattini, his long-time scriptwriter, who’s sandpaper-rough, grinning 

and monosyllabic. In other words, de Sica was a professional, keen on maintaining his 

image in a profession where image is all. 

 But he made, when the professionals weren’t looking, some of the best and most 

influential films there are. 

 

—————————— 

 

An “early Italian neo-realist masterpiece”. Close inspection of Sciuscià reveals what 

we see in Rosselini’s Roma, Città Aperta, that other, even earlier “Italian neo-realist 

masterpiece”: excellent professional acting, polished photography, and half of the 

action – the juvenile prison sequences – done in a studio. One shot – where the prison 

van containing the two protagonists pulls away from the court where they’ve been 

sentenced, and we see, from their viewpoint, the little sister of one of them, running 

after the vehicle in tears – is very close to the shot in Roma … where Magnani runs 

after the Nazi van containing her husband. The only difference is that de Sica actually 

uses a blue screen to show the girl from the inside of the van: a blue screen shot for 

such a realistic and emotive moment would seem to go against everything “neo-

realism”, in the cliché, stands for. And whereas Magnani is shot dead in front of her 

son as she runs after the van, the little girl is just left there alone. 

 There’s also an annoying, sentimental score, trying to prettify the bleak 

storyline. 
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 Having said these things, it’s a powerful film, even more desperate than Les 

Quatre Cent Coups (none of which is done in a studio), but not quite as good. The gist 

of it is that two shoeshine boys in post-war Rome dream of owning a horse, and get to 

buy one – but the semi-legal shifts to which they’re put to raise the money get them 

into jail, where the brutal indifference of the conditions drives a wedge between them, 

and it all leads to tragedy. An early sequence shows them riding their horse 

triumphantly past their cheering friends; the film fades out on the horse walking away 

from camera, riderless (to an annoying, sentimental leitmotiv from the score 

abovementioned). Like Ladri di Biciclette and Umberto D, it’s a tragic comment on 

the way post-war Italy, with its collapsed economy, forfeited all compassion, first 

alienating and then destroying huge numbers of people on the margin – a bit like 

Bush’s America in 2007. A characteristically realistic detail is the defence counsel for 

the older boy, the one who’s an orphan: clearly on his last legs, the lawyer can’t get 

his gown on properly, and with it draped round his neck, admits calmly to the court 

that he’s had no time to study the case, and that he casts his client upon their honours’ 

paternal concern. His client gets four-and-a-half years. 

 Italian audiences rejected such pessimistic scrutiny: foreign audiences, perhaps 

taken by the good looks of Franco Interlenghi, the older, taller, and darker of the two 

boys, worshipped it, and it was a big international hit, getting a special Oscar, before 

the “best foreign film” category was invented. Life is mean: Interlenghi went on to be 

a big star (he appears in I Vitelloni); Rinaldo Smordoni, the younger, shorter, blonder, 

boy, who’s just as good-looking, made three more movies and then spent thirty-two 

years as a bus driver. 

 

————————— 

 

“The reason why academic disputes are so bitter”, opined Henry Kissinger once, “is 

that the stakes are so small”. No film is more upsetting than Bicycle Thieves, because 

even though the stakes are so small, everything in the hero’s world revolves around 

them. Upon the recovery of his stolen bike depends his job, his marriage, his image in 

the eyes of his wife, his image in the eyes of his son, food for his family, clothing for 

his family, the pawned sheets, the rent, and his sense of his own dignity as a man. 
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 Unemployment, and the way it affects you, has been the subject of many movies 

since Ladri di Biciclette – recently we’ve had Brassed Off and In America, the latter 

focusing again on the way, if you fail as a provider, you want to die even though you 

know your obligation as a provider tells you that you mustn’t. But none of them beat 

the original. This is partly because of the emaciated face of the hero, and the different 

varieties of anguish which de Sica gets from it; partly because of the way in which the 

look of prematurely middle-aged compassion on the face of his son contrasts with the 

torment on the face of the father. The son looks strangely un-emaciated for one whose 

diet must be so meagre, and has a head which looks a bit too big for his body. Were I 

a Freudian, I’d wager that the film’s enormous fame and influence
1
 lay in the fact 

that, in Rome as the movie depicts it, a man’s bicycle is his penis. Just think “cross-

bar”: you can take the wife for a ride on it, as the hero does in one sequence here. 

Searching all over town for your own dick, accompanied by the son whom your dick 

begot, and who appears from some angles to be more of a dwarf than a child, plugs 

you into a very profound rift of masculine nightmare and panic. 

 The son is constantly staring up at the father, watching his every move even 

when they’re just walking or running along the street. He’s simultaneously his 

dependant, his monitor, his judge, and his nemesis. 

 

 

 
 

                                                 
1: It’s Ken Loach’s favourite film – apart, of course, from Battle of Algiers. 
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 The film is in some sequences more surrealist than neo-realist. There’s a 

downpour in the market where they suspect the bike is going to be flogged. Running 

for shelter, the son trips, but the father doesn’t notice. Under the side of the house, in 

the rain, they’re suddenly surrounded by a group of young seminarists, jabbering 

away across them as if they’re not there, in a language they don’t understand (it’s 

German). They stare at the seminarists as if wondering where they’ve just appeared 

from. A few minutes later they go into a church where there’s a charity do on, with a 

middle-class woman shouting orders, and several elderly men having their hair cut 

and their chins shaved by other, younger men, who appear to be priests. The looks of 

bewilderment on the faces of father and son increase our own feelings of 

disorientation. “If you’re not waiting for a barber,” they’re told, “go into the church”. 

 

 
 

 It could be Fellini. These are the priorities of Alice in Wonderland. In the 

church, the father pesters an old man, who’s just decided to grow a beard, and who 

may or may not have a clue to the whereabouts of a younger man, who may or may 

not possess the bike. In searching for a clue to a clue to another clue, he’s forgotten 

his original aim. His motivation is being displaced on to other objects, and then on to 

other other objects, just like in dreams. 

 Realising this, the father asks the son if he’d like a pizza. They go into a 

restaurant: but the restaurant doesn’t do pizzas. The father explains to the son that this 

is the sort of restaurant where you only go if you have a big salary. They’re 

surrounded by clown faces. The singer in the group has a clown face. The boy eating 

spaghetti with his back to the son has a clown face, and a ridiculous quiff. 

 The story gets serious again when the father corners the supposed thief, but all 

the neighbours take the side of the supposed thief. The injured party has become the 

object of dislike in the very act of seeking redress for his injury. After this episode, 

even his son appears unwilling to trot after him. The whole world is turning against 

him, because someone stole his bike. It’s now a Franz Kafka situation (though Kafka 

and Lewis Carroll have a lot in common). 
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 The moment comes when, seeing a huge rank of unattended bikes, he’s tempted 

to steal one – to turn, within a second, into his own target, his own quarry. It’s outside 

a football stadium. The stadium empties, and the father stares in horrified envy as the 

entire masculine population of Rome cycles past (the film never shows a woman on 

her own bike). He, alone on earth, has no bicycle. He, alone on earth, is unmanned. 

 He sends his son off to take the trolleybus (which he misses), steals a bike, and 

is caught. De Sica films the moment of the theft in medium long shot. The moment of 

his yielding to temptation is too terrible to be shared in a close-up. 

 In any case, by now we all know exactly how he feels. 

 The expressions on the faces of father and son as they walk away from the 

humiliation, hand in hand, are identical. But the final shot is a rear shot of them 

walking away in a crowd of men, none of whom have a bicycle. 

 

———————— 

 

From Bicycle Thieves, one of the most involving films there are, de Sica went on to 

make one of the worst films there are. Miracolo a Milano is a film so miscalculated 

that one can only gape at it. 

 In Terry Gilliam’s The Fisher King, Jeff Bridges is confronted with a slimy TV 

executive, who tries to sell him the idea of a sitcom set among homeless people: 

emphasising the upside of vagrancy, the positive, fun aspects of being down-and-out. 

Disgusted, Bridges quits the meeting. 

 That’s in 1991. But in 1948 de Sica had already made a film about the upside of 

vagrancy, and the positive, fun aspects of being down-and-out. 

 It’s very hard to know how to react to Miracolo a Milano. It’s rarely funny – 

though the moment when the police officer, trying to shout “Avanti!”, bursts into an 

operatic aria, is good. But for most of the time it anticipates that even more extreme 

exercise in bad taste, La vita è bella, the comedy set in the concentration camp. I’m 
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sure that in Italy in the late forties there were plenty of homeless people, if only 

because so many of their homes had been bombed out of existence: many of the 

actors in the film – which uses, like Ladri … only non-professionals – have a faded 

bourgeois air about them. But the film does them no good politically. Yes, they really 

do dance about their shack city, singing about how little they need to get by. They 

really do turn cartwheels. They really do set up chairs, charge admission fees to watch 

the sunset, and applaud the sun as it goes down. They really do applaud the fat, bald 

property developer (who will later turn them off the site), when he says that he has 

five fingers, just like they do, and can feel the cold, just like them. 

 

 

 Just over halfway through, the late 

adoptive mother of Totò, the holy fool 

who’s the film’s protagonist (she found 

him in a cabbage-patch), appears to him 

as a ghost while he’s climbing a telegraph 

pole, hands him a dove, and flies away. 

It’s the first inkling we get that we’ve 

been watching a fairytale all this time, 

and suggests a half-hearted and 

inconsistent approach not only on de 

Sica’s part, but on that of Cesare 

Zavattini, his usual collaborator, and the 

writer not only of this but of the two 

previous films. 

 The magic dove gives Totò the 

power not only to protect people from the 

police, but to grant their every wish – it’s 

a big error, for their wishes reveal them 

to  be  as  greedy and materialistic  as  the 

property developer who’s persecuting them, and of course you at once lose whatever 

sympathy you had left. All you can do from now until the end – which is mercifully 

near – is stare blankly. 

 In the final sequence the shack citizens get on to broomsticks outside Milan 

Cathedral, and fly up into the clouds, singing of how little they need. You’re as glad 

to see the back of them as the property developer must be. 
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———————— 

 

Ladri … ends with indifferent young men walking away from camera; Miracolo … 

ends with a trick shot of happy vagrants on broomsticks, flying away from camera; 

Umberto D opens with old men marching angrily towards camera. All three sets of 

people are displaced, ignored, underfed, underprivileged, peripheralised … aware that 

society would be happier if they weren’t there: but only the old men are prepared to 

do anything about it. The price for taking such initiatives becomes clear at once, when 

police cars arrive and, honking, drive the old men off – away – into doorways – 

anywhere where their protests won’t be heard. 

 de Sica’s skill lay firstly in the way, from his infinite pool of non-professional 

talent, he always chose the right faces. I’ve commented above on the haggard look of 

permanent deprivation on the face of Lamberto Maggiorani, the father in Ladri …; 

and have to admit that, annoying though his context is, Francesco Golisano has 

exactly the right combination of strength and semi-idiot innocence for the lead in the 

semi-idiot Miracolo … . Carlo Battisti, who plays Umberto D in Umberto D., either 

was or had been a professor at the University of Florence, no less (in a society where 

professors have respect!): and it’s his non-stop annoyance that few people take him 

seriously any more which makes his performance so moving. That plus how ill he 

looks: you can believe he has the tonsillitis for which he gets himself hospitalised. 

 Umberto D (his names are actually Domenico Ferrari), would never go out 

without his tie on, or his Homburg. 

 

   
      1952              1957 

     Remind you of anyone? 

 

 It’s not a sentimental film: yes, he has a friend in the teenage housemaid, who’s 

pregnant by one or other of her boyfriends (she feels that it’s the Neapolitan one, who, 

however, doesn’t seem to warm to the idea when she confronts him); but he’s in no 

way the centre of her life. He – and, implies de Sica, hundreds of thousands of others 

– are the centre of no-one’s lives, and thus in a way don’t even belong to themselves. 

Few film-makers other than de Sica have expended so much energy on so large, so 

sad, and so undramatic a fragment of the human race. 

 Each character or group of characters has an object that they have to cling to. It 

isn’t quite their equivalent of Leo Bloom’s Blue Blanket, but is one step away from it. 

The boys in Sciuscià dream about their horse; the hero of Bicycle Thieves dreams of 

getting his wheels; the hero of Miracolo, Miracolo being a fairytale, is given his 

magic dove, with which he transforms the world. 

 Umberto D has his dog. It’s no great shakes as a dog, no Lassie, no Rin-Tin-Tin, 

not even as characterful as Bill Sykes’ Patch, and miles away from the tearaway 

charisma of George in Bringing Up Baby. de Sica, we note, never gives us a close-up 

of it cocking its head and looking winsome. It’s just a dog; it’s called Flag, a word 
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which Umberto D decorates annoyingly with an “i” umlaut, thus: “Flaïg!” In one 

superb sequence, he loses it, and goes to the pound where he fears it’ll be put down. 

At the gate of the pound, one thing leads to another, and cause and effect pile up 

infuriatingly. The taxi-driver can’t change 1,000 lire; Umberto goes to one street-

trader and asks if he can. The guy just says, “No”. Another trader reacts with equal 

unhelpfulness; so Umberto buys one of his cups, goes back to the taxi, throws the cup 

away – it smashes – he pays the taxi-driver at last – and goes into the pound, where he 

rescues it … only to try and kill himself and it. 

 

    
                    1952                1945 

    Remind you of anyone? 

 

 But it’s the dog who refuses to die, and kicks and yelps its way out of his arms 

as they watch the fast train approaching. 

 

 
 

 By the last reel, the old man has tried everything, and everything has failed. 

He’s tried begging with the dog, but it’s too humiliating for both of them. He’s tried 

giving the dog away, but the family he approaches don’t want it. He’s tried putting it 

in a dogs’ home, but he can see the dogs there aren’t happy. He’s been tempted before 

to kill himself, but couldn’t because of the dog. Now he’s failed in an attempt to kill 

himself and the dog. Finally he decides … just to go on living, even though he has 

nowhere to live. 

 We have no idea what will happen to him. In the final shot, a cloud of 

schoolkids flood on to the screen, and block both him, and the dog, from our view. 
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—————————— 

 

   
 

Within five minutes of the start of La Ciociara (Two Women), we’ve been treated – 

discreetly, for this is still only 1960 – to something that’s been completely absent 

from de Sica’s films so far: sex. And not between any two old bodies, either, but 

between the very sexy Raf Vallone and the totally and extraordinarily sexy Sophia 

Loren. It’s a tribute to de Sica that even with a female megastar as voluptuous as the 

twenty-five-year-old Loren in the lead, there’s a seamless continuity, in terms of 

realism, between this film and his earlier outings. This is in part because Zavatinni’s 

screenplay, from a novel by Alberto Moravia, is every bit as credible and gritty as 

those he wrote earlier, but in part too because of Loren’s one-hundred percent 

credibility as an oversexed, under-satisfied, maternally protective, partially literate 

Roman shopkeeper. She’s of the earth, earthy, and more importantly, of the 

proletariat, proletarian. The “sophisticated” and “heroic” roles which Hollywood gave 

her subsequently (The Millionairess, for godssake … or El Cid) only demonstrate 

how dumb Hollywood was. 

 The film is set in 1944, at a time when you could still be jolly with young 

German soldiers leaning out of train windows, still curse allied bombing raids which 

hit your part of town, and when the biggest menace was – before the Allied soldiers 

moved in – from your “own” fascist militia. As in the post-war films (made earlier), 

survival is the only priority, but with bombs, Nazis and misdirected allied aircraft all 

around, it’s much harder. 

 Loren decides to quit Rome because of the danger from the bombs, and go to 

her home village, largely for the safety of her teenage daughter. de Sica originally 

wanted Magnani as the mother and Loren as the daughter: having them closer in age, 

as in the finished product, makes much better sense. As the two walk along a road, an 

allied fighter-plane with nothing better to do flies over and tries to strafe them. It hits 

instead an old man on a bike. The daughter wants to go to him, but Loren says no, 

and, like the man in the parable, they pass him on the other side of the road. The one 

shot says heaps about the mother’s calculating attitude to life. What she’s best at is 

bargaining, borrowing, stealing, and pretending she doesn’t like men. 

 The village is a trouble-free zone, a veritable paradise, where there’s plenty of 

food, and the war is a show, a display of RAF flares to be watched from a hilltop. It 

even has a naïve, prelapsarian student, played by the almost unrecognisably shy and 

slender Jean-Paul Belmondo, on whom both mother and daughter develop rival 

crushes. He’s a radical. Loren’s political insight is shown when she defines a radical 

as “someone who doesn’t like work”. The war must be kept at a distance: Belmondo 

brings in two English guerrilla fighters, but, although Loren (at the behest of her 
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daughter) gives them some bread and empties a bottle of wine with them, it’s agreed 

that they can’t stay – the Germans would kill everyone. 

 You see the Italian point of view. 

 

 
 

 Things get much harder as the Germans move out and the allies move in. The 

central sequence – much more terrible than anything in de Sica’s previous films – is 

the one in which the women are gang-raped in a bombed-out church by a troop of 

Moroccan soldiers. de Sica cuts and directs this with a camera-conscious virtuosity 

he’s never shown before – perhaps because nothing previously warranted it. After a 

suspiciously long and quiet lull, as mother settles daughter down on a church pew, the 

soldiers are seen, firstly as shadows and then for real, and suddenly the camera is 

swooping, panning, tracking in all directions, and finally zooming into a freeze-frame 

of the daughter’s distraught face as her childhood comes to a forcible and bloody end. 

 The presence of a great actress like Sophia Loren in virtually every shot, plus 

the fact that eighty percent of the film’s shot on location in the countryside, makes La 

Ciociara feel less boxed-in, more relaxed, than the de Sica films of the late forties and 

early fifties. 

 

—————————— 

 

The Garden of the Finzi-Continis – the latest of all the de Sica films I know – takes us 

furthest back, and shows us the destruction of a peripheralised group which his other 

films, all set in 1944 or after, couldn’t show, for they’d been for the most part 

peripheralised out of existence. These are of course Italian Jews. Made in 1970, in 

widescreen and colour, with almost every late twentieth-century cinematographic 

sophistication except CGI, it looks different from everything described above. All the 

characters are rich, too, and the luxurious interiors and extensive wardrobes constitute 

another factor making the film look completely different from Bicycle Thieves and its 

companions. 

 de Sica, his cameraman and designers, use colour as if born to do so (it was by 

no means his first colour film). This doesn’t, however, prevent them from having 
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white as the dominant feature of their first reel – the white of the tennis-gear worn by 

the jolly, apolitical young people, Jews and otherwise, who inhabit the upper-middle 

class garden of the title. In the first reel, too, the sun always shines. 

 Everyone rides bicycles, all the time. 

 As the main characters find Mussolini depriving them of right after right – and 

as they shrug off each new disability, confident that they can still survive – the 

lighting gets darker, and so do the rooms they inhabit, and the clothes they wear. Now 

and again there’s a regression – the son of the family is seen, over halfway through, in 

white pyjamas in an all-white bedroom – but the scene is juxtaposed with dark shots 

in night-time exteriors. 

 At first Jews are forbidden to employ Aryan servants, and to put obituaries in 

the papers. Next, they’re forbidden to write critical studies of Italian literature. Then, 

to remove money from the country … and finally, forbidden to leave the country. But 

their stake in the country is too big for them to want to leave anyway. The last 

sequence but one has the family – now dressed entirely in black – walking stiffly 

down the staircase of what is now no longer their house, as the servants look on 

blankly. The last sequence has the daughter of the family awaiting deportation to 

Germany, in the schoolroom where she had a decade previously shone as a pupil. 

 

   
 

These are black-and-white stills, tinted. 

 

 It’s very well-intentioned; but there’s something missing from the movie which 

de Sica never missed out previously, and that’s characters that we can identify with. 

The hero, who’s frustrated in love with the family’s daughter (he’s researching 

Carducci, she’s researching Emily Dickinson, or would be, if allowed to), is a bit ball-

less; and Dominique Sanda as the heroine is … well, no Sophia Loren. They’re both 

blond, and it’s hard to take them as Jewish, especially when the actors playing the 

older generation do look so Jewish. It’s impossible to believe that Helmut Berger, as 

the brother who wears the white pyjamas, is Jewish. 

 But then, as the Sam Jaffe character in Gentleman’s Agreement says, what’s a 

Jew? 


